December.
Thurs 5.

Sun 8th.

10.00am - 4.0Opm.
STOP THE SILOS blockade of Molesworth. Ring NCND office
for

Wed 11

•

"Basic Case Conference". Opening
session with speakers from Bristol
CND. KEZ) 7.30pm. (see page 7 A
"Basic Case Conference" continues at
WEA. 10.00am - 4.00pm.
"Widening the Web" at Greenham (see
page 5 ).

Fri 13.

Sat 14.

1

Friday, December 20th.
ICC, Mansfield Road.
6.00pm - 10.30pm.

details.
Members Meeting. WEA, Shakespeare
Street. 7.30pm. (see page A ).

' Thurs 12.

•

DEFEND MOtESWORTH
BENEFIT

Co-Ordinating Meeting, WEA, Shakes
peare Street. 7.30pm. (see below).
Arrest and Custody Workshop. 8WCC.

Bands Appearing:

1

NCND Christmas Stall at Listergate
Mon 16.
(see page 3).
onwards.
Carol singing for Peace with Meadows
Tues 17. ‘
and Cli fton Group. Everyone welcome.
Ring Karen (863955) for details.
Raleigh Street CND Xmas Bash. 7.30pm
• Thurs 19.
Generous Briton, Alfreton Road.
' Fri 20.
Defend Molesworth Benefit (spe p2).
:
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T/iurs 6.
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RESIST CRUISE at MOLESWORTH. (see
page 3J.
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HEW VENUE FOR NCND MEETINGS.
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From December onwards both Co-ordinating (1st
Thurs of Month) and Monthly (2nd Thurs) meetings
Will be held in the Lecture Room o f the WEA,
Shakespeare St. (use Peachey St. entrance). This
involves one flight of stairs from street level.
If this is a problem for any disabled person who
wishes to come to these meetings, please get in
uch with me.
Ann Kestenbaum.
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'Be there or be square. ’

\TARSEAD CONVOYS ON TELLY.
■ ....... — .R- —■ .m..—.-I.-—

•

PLEASE GO MONG
or
SUPPORT "REM IN ANY WAY YOU CAN!!!
-.
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The movements of nuclear warhead convoys
are to be shown on the 'First Tuesday' *
slot on ITV. The programme, called 'The
British Bomb1, is scheduled for 1030pm,
Tuesday, December 3rd. Don't miss it.1

at Northampton County Court.

• •
rs H-

*

Tickets: £1.00 viaged, 50p unwaged
available from the
NUrnilGHAM CND OFFICE
or
from any
Raleigh Street CND person
of repute.

*

’

warren Lane Peace Camp, which has
'existed for three years, is being taken
to. court on Friday, 20th EOc at 10.00am

?

•;

CABARET, DISCO, FOOD, PRIZES etc.

VPGBNT: EVICT OWSE - NOT PEACE CAMPS

•*<
•

•' *

RALEIGH STREET CND
presents
the
FAB EVERT of the YEAR,
a
GRAND XMAS BASH
at the
GENEKIUS BRITON
Al freton Road
on
Thursday, December 19th.
from
7.30pm. 'til midnight.

Co-Ordinating Meeting. WEA, 7.30pm.
Members Meeting. WEA, 7.30pm.
February Bulletin Deadline and
Editorial. 3.30pm. NCND Office.

Vi
-• i *

..

•

•

Tickets: £1.25 advance/unwaged, £1.75 door/waged
5Op kids; available from NCND Office,
Mushroom, Hizild. and Ouroboros.

" February.
•’

•

•• •

; (Thurs 2.
Thurs 9.
Thurs 16.
•I
> .
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Hope Augustus
The Others
Patti 0 'Doors
Fabulous Dirt Sisters
John Noakes Experience.

-t-
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FOOD (Complete Meals), BAR, DISCO,
VIDEOS, CHILDRENS PARTY, DISPLAYS.
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That is why this Blockade on February 6th is so
important for all of us. We must show our
government, and indeed the US government, that
they will not be able to bully us and
intimidate us and frighten us away.
And we
must remind the British people, and all peoples,
that Cruise will MOT come easily to our land,
that we feel so strongly about this that we are
prepared to blockade, if necessary, to interfere
with their construction plans.

CND's next demonstration will be a Mass Blockade
of USAF Molesworth. on Thursday February 6th.
This date is the firct anniversary of Michael
Heseltine’s "invasion” of the base, when he
ordered 1500 police and 1500 troops to evict
forcioly the Peace Campers who had made their
home there.

Since that, invasion, the government has
continuously tried to snuff out the Peace
Movement's campaign of resistance against Cruise
missiles. They have invested over four million
pounds in building a ten-foot high razor wire
fence around the base,
lhey have even intro
duced new by-laws (dating from the 19th Century)
whi n make it a criminal offence to trespass on
the base, or hang a ribbon or leaflet to the
perimeter.

For many of us, it will not be an easy decision
to join the demonstration. February 6th is a
weekday and many of us have commitments to
family and to work that are difficult to break.
For many of us also, this will be the first time
that we nave decided to risk arrest by taking
part in non-violent direct action.
~

But their efforts have obviously failed.
The
majority of British people still support us, not ’
the government, on the question of Cruise.
Just as importantly,* the government have been
unable to construct the base quietly and with
public consent. They have been forced to draft
in hundreds of MoD police from all over the UK,
to patrol and guard the place 24 hours a day.

- 3

,

...........................................

I would only ask that all of us at least think
about the possibility of going to Molesworth on
February Sth. Think about it and talk about it
with friends and other members of your group.
Think of this: that our government is
building an extermination camp 77 miles away:
64 more Cruise missiles:
equivalent to 1000
Hiroshimas.
■*
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sure your group goes to a Training Day.
If
you would like a special session arranged, at a
time and venue that suits you, we will be happy
to fix one up.

♦

«

u

The January Bulletin will carry full details of
the plans for February 6th, including transport
arrangements, legal briefings, maps, child care
facilities, back-up resources, etc.

.4
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Think of this:
it is a most awful crime
with no justification or excuse .
Are we really going to stand by and watch them do it? At
what point do we step forward and say ”N0"?
How many new bases are we going to let them
build, without trying to interfere and get in
the way? And think of this: that if only a
small number of us go and interfere, then the
government can deal with us easily. But if we
all go....all of us,
together:
then we
have a strength and a power»that government
cannot ignore or brush aside so easily.
Think ‘
about taking a day off work. Is it really
impossible? Can we get a day’s holiday or unpaid leave?
Is getting arrested and fined such
a terrible, terrible thing? Is it beyond consideration? Our government arrests and fines
people who try and interfere with the building
of extermination camps.
That's the reality
and so we have to decide with whom we identify
and sympathise: the builders oi> the interferers?
If we sympathise with the interferers,
then perhaps we should join them. Getting
arrested can seem like a huge daunting prospect,
but perhaps it is easier to consider, if we
remember the context:
1000 Hiroshimas.

I

»

t

Please make time at your next meeting to discuss
the Blockade.
The organisers would like us
to join the Blockade in groups rather than as
individuals. February 6th might be an opportunity for us to revitalise our neighbourhood
groups. There will be ’’Training Days” in Nottingham throughout January (see details below).
If you decide to join the Blockade, please make

♦
4

I PUBLICITY

MKH3&AL5.

I
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leaflets:
100 copies
lOOOcopies
*

*

badges:
* r//'

65p.
£6.50.

1

25p each

(20% discount to groups)
-

10 copies

X

•

stickers:
* 100 x 2"

40p.

t

7Ou.
4U>

I

•t

In the meantime, here are 4 points to remember:
1.

Raise February 6th at your next meeting.
If you want a ‘speaker, phone me on
704621 between 6 and 7 pm
or leave a.
message on 581178.
I

2.

.

•

I

r
t

i

Think ahead for days-off work and
Training Sessions.

»
3.
4
*

k

9

4.
K

4

If you can’t join the Blockade, but would
like to help .in other ways (e.g. driving,
baby sitting, staffing the office, press
liaison, donations, s^ewarding on the
coaches, providing food/drink , then
please
phone 704621 between 6 ar.d
7 p.m. or leave a
message on
581178.
You, can help publicise the action by
buying posters, leaflets and badges
• •*
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Let’s
a day
never
world

9

1

(
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make February 6th a day -of resistance and
of hope.
Let's make Heseltine wish he'd
put on his flak jacket. Let’s show the
we won't be frightened off.
f

See you on February 6th.

PETE STRAUSS.
J
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WHAT STARTED OUT AS A SINGLE THREAD OF RESISTANCE TO CRUISE HAS
DEVELOPED INTO A MULTI-COLOURED WEB AS CONNECTIONS HAVE DEEN MADE

UITH OTHER WOMEfPS ACTIONS AROUND RACISM, SEXISM,

CLASSISM,

IMPERIALISM AND POVERTY...

4VW
PROCRAMME
- -_

4

a

nd

SATURDAY 14 DEC 2PM

t

IN SILENCE WE WILL JOIN HANDS AND TURN

OUR BACKS ON THE BASE LOOKING OUTWARDS

Embrace the basso - Greenham Common 1985*
National action Saturday December 14th.
Coaches leave the Salutation Inn, Maid Marian
Way at 8.30 a.m, arrive back at 9.00 p.m.
Tickets from Ouroboms, Mushroom. Hiziki from
Nov 20th, £3-/5.
Aloe minibus for whole weok on 3 9 phon e Liz
473145 to book seats.
ALL
WOMEN
—--------- --WELCOME
-- ■ . >■«».

TO THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD.

DY TURNING

AWAY FROM THE NEGATIVE WE CAN LOOK CUT
INTO THE POSITIVE FUTURE.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON AND SUNDAY

WORKSHOPS AT THE VARIOUS CATES WITH
DIFFERENT THEMES, F..G. FOOD MOUNTAINS,
NUCLEAn FREE PACIFIC...AS WOMEN’S ACTION
IS USUALLY IGNORED RY THE MEDIA, IF YOU
CAN, BRING NEWS OR A WORKSHOP FROM YOUR
AREA TO SHARE WITH OTHERS.

FUTURE
OTHER MASS ACTIONS HAVE FINISHED ON THE SUNDAY WITH ALL THE
WEEKEND WOMEN LEAVING.
YOU HAVE NO IDEA HOW DEPRESSING IT
CAN DE TO SIT AT THE FIRE AND HEAR HUNDREDS OF WOMEN ONE DY
ONE SAYING "GOODBYE’,' KEEP UP THE COOD WORK", LEAVING THE

SAME HALF DOZEN TIRED WOMEN TO COPE WITH EVICTIONS AND

CND is asking members and supporters tc send
"personal peace treaties" to individuals and
organisations in the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe.
Sending a Christmas card and message
in the recipient's own language is a practical
and appropriate way of following up the ReaganGorbachev summit and making personal contacts
across East-West boundaries.
The text of the
message which is available in Russian, German,
Polish, Czech, Bulgarian and Hungarian is as
follows.

I send you seasonal greetings- and the
following personal peace treaty which I
have signed and ask you to consider
signing.
I agree not to regard you as an enemy and
declare:
1. That there are no reasons why the
people of Europe should go to war with
each other again.

SO:IF EVERY WOMAN WHO COMES TO THIS ACTION WOULD MAKE A
COMMITMENT TO COME TO CREENHAM FOR TWO DAYS MIDWEEK EVEN
ONCE DURING THE COMING YEAR, IT WOULD MAKE AH ENORMOUS
DIFFERENCE TO THE NUMBERS OF WOMEN HERE, AND GIVE STRENGTH
AND SUPPORT.

2.
That as there are already around
40,000 nuclear weapons in the world sufficient to destroy our planet many
times over - all additional new nuclear
weapons are unnecessary and dangerous.
3. That all countries which possess
nuclear weapons, or are members of
alliances which possess nuclear weapons,
can take independent initiativces towards
nuclear disarmament without endangering
their security in any way.
4. That the vast amount of money and
resources spent on weapons of war could
be better spent relieving world poverty
and pollution of the environment.
5. That I will work for the promotion of
peace between our two countries.
♦

’ -
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Signed:

Full details of Operation Christmas card,
including foreign language texts and details of
how to obtain addresses in Eastern Europe are
given in November "Campaign".
This has been
circulated to Neighbourhood Groups.
Spare
copies are available at the office.

I would like to reply to Bob Spence's letter in
which he explains why he is "uneasyI11 about Basic
Case campaigning. He is quite wrong, I believe,
to assume that Basic Case means CND will be
arguing for immediate and total nuclear disarma
ment by the West. Basic Case is simply PUBLIC
EDUCATION about broader issues than just
individual weapons systems.
It means PUBLIC
EDUCATION on Deterrence;
on the British Borrh
and on the positive results of independent
nuclear disarmament.
WhetherBritain gets rid
of its nuclear weapons overnight or over five
years is neither here nor there. The fact is
that Britain wont get rid of any ever, unless
the majority of people in this country want it
to happen. Having majorities on Cruise, Trident
+ Civil Defence is all very fine ... but it
isn't enough.

Bob is correct to say, like Bruce Kent, that we
must "start from where people are at". Exactly!

Most people in this country are .profoundly
ignorant about the most basic issues in the
nuclear defence debate.
Most people still
believe in the concept of Mutual Assured Destru
ction.
That's where they're at. And unless
CND can show those people, through informed,
imaginative and persistent PUBLIC EDUCATION,
that they are being conned, then CND will not
win.
Bob says Basic Case should come after we've got
rid of Cruise + Trident.
That would be too
late.
For we could get rid of those weapons
systems for the wrong reasons. Because they are
expensive (Trident) or controlled by the US
(Cruise), If we got rid of them for the wrong
reasons, the government would simply replace
them with cheap (sea-launched Cruise Missiles)
or British-controlled (dual-key) alternatives.
*

•

•

We have to start now, preparing the ground and
creating the conditions that will allow a future
British Government to implement CND policy.
That cannot ever happen without pushing CND's
public support up from 25% to over 50%
It’s
as simple as that.
PETE STRAUSS.

I am
concerned about what went on at the
October policy meeting, when a motion to "talk
to the Post" Has heavily defeated.

At the start, the chairman commented on a sudden
influx of new members.
They must have been the
ones sitting in the front rows because, with the
motion disposed of, many of the occupants stole
away, leaving conspicuously empty seats for most
of the evening's business.

Despite its recruitment appeal, the debate was
restricted;
only 25 minutes allowed, three
minute contributions, no right of reply: an
ideal vehicle for those who came with set-piece
speeches, some of it breathtaking in its
fantasy, some funny, but none of it to be
challenged.
The proposer of the motion recanted and said he
would vote against it.
The seconder said
nothing.
The proposer flourished selected
articles from the Post that offended his
political philosophy;
he did not condemn the
verbal violence in hr. bundle's letter in the
October issue of the Bulletin.
An NUJ speaker was invited, but the Post's
request for the same privilege^ ivas not allowed.
Not surprising when the Bulletin is censured for
publishing a letter from the Post's editor.
It
all underlines a determination not to hear both
sides and was reinforced by this meeting's
decision that future editorial control will be
in the hands of an elected editor.
How strange that CND members, often frustrated
victims of emotive misrepresentation and
selective facts, can be used in this way. Can’t
they recognise the same tactics when they're
switched to another target? Or does the choice
of target make it OK?

Selective fact nQ.l.
The NUJ speaker did not mention that it betrayed
its Nottingham members.
Once the pay dispute
was resolved, it voted NOT to stay out on strike
to secure their reinstatement.
Why did the NUJ
not test the principle of the "right to strike"
then?
Selective fact no.2.
The highspot of his speech was that two of the
sacked journalists were CND members.
Neither
turned up for the meeting; it would have been
interesting to hear their views on why the NUJ subsidised "Nottingham News", which gave them
employment, was handed over to the Trade group
wi thout them.

MARIAN BRYSON,
(NCHD member and a Post reporter.)

Workshop
~- — -

u.
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At National Conference the idea of a Basic Case
campaign integrating all the different strands
of CND activity was overwhelmingly endorsed. In
some areas, work has already begun on putting
together such a strategy and National CND has
plans for a series of public information cam
paigns beginning next year.
Here in Nottm.
we'll be getting going with a planning workshop.
Please note that the times of this. are slightly
different to those advertised in last month's

bulletin.
The workshop will take place at the WEA,
Shakespeare Street, (Lecture Room, Peachey St
entrance) and the preogramme is as follows:

HURRY WHILE

NCND

We are making

PHOTOS

a display of photographs of NCND

members on demos, vigils, stalls, fences etc. in
the new office. .

If you have any snaps (not

necessarily recent), please being them alono.

RALNBOK - NOTTM'S

YOUR HELP!

Bristol's "Chance of a Lifetime" - visiting
speakers from Bristol CND will talk about the
successful Basic Case campaign that their
group has organised over the past ydar.
This
session will be followed by informal

> WHAT ARE YOU
UP TO, ARTHUR.

SATURDAY DEC 14th

"Taking Stock" - a chance to look at our
our successes,
failures,
local scene,
and the message we
resources, organisation
Helping us do this will
want to put across
be Bill Braddick, West Midlands Regional
Organiser who has been involved in Basic

UVEHADAN/DEA y
FOR. THE 'BASICCASE’.

Case planning in Bristol and

’Diversity and Integration"
1986 and beyond.

mobilising for

( WELL, YOU CAN'T GET MUCH
MORE BASIC THAN THAT/1*

■»

HE PARADOX OF HESELTINE
A PEACE PUZZLE TO PONDER AT YULETIDE
&

It was a normal day inside the Greenworth
(How's that for a paradox
cruise missile base.
in the very first sentence - "normal"!!?)
The
soldiers were imprisoned within the fence , the
peace protesters were outside (well, most of
them were), not seeming to do much. As I said,
it was a normal day.
•

•

-
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Suddenly, a soldier burst into the commander's
office, gesticulating wildly at a leaflet in
his hand. "Sir, sir, read this, sir, quick..’"
The commander peered slowly at the agitated
creature in front of him, then took the paper,
seated himself comfortably and began to read.
Ah, I wish you could have watched him as he
read, the wonderful array of colours his face
took on (actually passing through shades of
red, white and blue in succession at one
staged , the way his fingernails dug deeper and
deeper into the surface of the desk as he
gripped ever harder...

f

#

*

*
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"Ah, I think I have it!" exclaimed Heseltine,
half an hour later as his helicopter touched
down in the base,
"It's all right, chaps,
there's no need to worry, they simply can’t do
it!"
"YOU
mean they haven't got enough people..."
began one officer.
"No!" (The Eyes sv veiled to see who had
spoken.)
"Or that our surveillance people will spot them
all coming, so it won't be a surprise!" the
officer hazarded.

ANNOUNCEMENT TO THE TEMPORARY RESIDENTS
OF U.S.A.F. GREENWORTH
We, the people of these islands, wish to
inform you that on one of the seven nights
next week - and you will not know which
night until it happens - the peace move
ment will invade the base in irresistible
numbers and take full control. We shall
evacuate all people currently working
there and begin to dismantle all the
cruise missiles and other military «
hardware. We are so confident of success
that we shall be announcing these plans
in the press tomorrow, but we thought you
would appreciate an extra day's notice , so
you can make arrangements for wherever
you'd like to go when you leave.
See you soon!

1
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"Again, no! In fact, they couldn’t do it even
if we didn't watch- for them!
In fact, let all
the surveillance people have the week off, they
deserve it!"
"But, Mr. Heseltine ..."
"No 'burs’, I have worked it out with iron logic
- it is absolutely impossible for these protes
ters to carry out their plan, totally and utter
ly impossible!"

The Eyes swivelled around the room, daring
anyone to speak, to challenge The Iron Logic,
while The Feet lounged in slippers on.a corner
of a desk with what looked for all the world
like a large bite taken out of it.

room snapped as a chunk of
The silence in the
-.
• •
the desk broke off in the commander's hand.
"What on earth are we going to do about this?"
he cried to no-one in particular.
Then he
noticed the piece of desk in his hand, looking
deceptively like a thick piece of shortbread,
and began to eat it. "We must stop them!" He
spat out a tooth. "This is serious!"
Well, amongst the senior officers at the base
that day, there was much consternation - panic
would not be too strong a word - much of it
about what on earth to do about the peace movement's plan, but even more about "Who Would
Eventually, the commander
Tell Heseltine?"

emerged from a cupboard he'd been hiding in and
'incunced that he would make the call. There :
was a respectful silence in the room as the
receiverwas lifted, The Number was dialled and
The Name spoken.
After a curious but
obviously completely accidental series of wrong
•
*
numbers (taking in the New Statesman and Ronald
Reagan) and crossed lines (when he found himself
talking simultaneously to the National Council
for Civil Liberties and the Santa's rest room at
Harrod's), he was finally connected.
The
commander was going to have to tell Heseltine.
Now . . .

"Look", he said finally, " I’ll convince you.
They can’t leave it to Saturday night because
that's the last night of the week. If we got
through to Saturday morning without the
invasion, we'd know than that it would
happen
on Saturday night, before it happens.
That
contradicts what they said, that we won't know
until it happens. And they do always tell the
truth, don't they?"
"Er, yes, sir. . ." said the officer, waiting
for the clever bit.
"Right, so Saturday's out, and Friday is.the
lastpossible night. But they can't do it on
♦
• •

I

(concluded on p.10.)
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POLARIS
Anyone who travels round the country may see a
Nuclear Weapons Convoy, on its way between the
Clyde and Burghfield, Berks.

This size can vary but most convoys consist of
the following:

Military motor cycle outriders at the front

and back.
Green transit van carrying armed guards of
the RAF regiment.

3-6 Mamoth Major 10-ton carriers They have
a telescoping roof The back part of the
roof slides under the front for the loading
of the weapons.
Each lorry carries about
warheads, although one is usually empty.

4

A fire tender

Command

and

similar to a

control

plain furniture

e

van,

light

on

It is equipped to act as mobile armoury

top

and control
accident

centre

in

the

event

of

an

More transit vans

If You
Please do as
as you can:

a”

•

**
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•
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■ Record:
a) The numbe
c) Where they were
were travelling

■ Try to photograph the convoy, tnis win ue
lar interest to your local press.
■
■ Phone in your sighting to Janet Conyery at CND
01-'*50 4010 or leave a message at the switchboard.
F Jive details to your local press

J

As announced there

be no Bulletin

will

i*n

Instead the Feb 6th Group will produce

January.

a special "Resist Cruise at Molesworth" edition.
DEADLINE for Feb. Bulletin = 16 Jan

.•
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December Editorial Team: Cover: Dave Orli, Viv
Kendon (photo).
Editorial: Jos Wood, Jack
Rotherham,
NCND OFFICE
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NCND

ELECTIONS

for NCND officers took place at the

Elections

I

A.G.M. on 14th November.

As there were fewer

nominations than positions, those nominated were
endorsed by a hand vote of more than half the
members present Those elected were:
’•

k ’ *c X '* • I .

.• • ••
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Co-chair

Ann Kestenbaum

Treasurer

Colin Piper

Exec/Bulletin
Jos Wood
Pete Strauss, Karen Winfield,

Co-ordinator

Exec.

4

Sue Picton, Andy Househam.

We would like to thank all members of the
retiring executive.
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CND/PAN 200 CWB WINNERS:
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September:
£50.00
£10.00
£5.00
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John Mitchell
J. Carter.
Wendy Wain.
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October:
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New NCND Office

step towards a future free from the {threat of nuclear war.
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(Pleasant, light and airy Offices overlooking
the Market Square. Third floor above Findley's
Tobbacconists, comer long Rew and King Street).
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